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Starting 2021: let's keep calm and take care of each other!
The beginning of the year is usually dedicated to take stock of the past and to plan the
future. This January 2021 is full of uncertainties and we have to look at the upcoming
months in a different way. However, the seriousness of the situation implies a different
reaction than just panic and appalling reactions to whatever new happens in the World,
from the mob assaulting the Capitol to the plane sinking in the waters of Indonesia.
Read more →

Our concern about the
blockage of North Macedonia
accession to the EU

Going deeper into
the local dimension

In December 2020, North Macedonia
didn’t get the long expected date for
start of the negotiation process for
EU accession due to opposition from
its neighbour country, Bulgaria. This
EU member state is opposing to North
Macedonia starting EU accession
before resolving some historical
questions.

As a “community of community” and
an active network of stakeholders
engaged locally, at ALDA we need
and we want to strengthen our
presence at the local level, thus
reaching an ever-increasing number of
citizens in order to be able to support
both them and the local authorities
involved
in
the
planning
and
implementation of new initiatives.

Read more →

Read more →

A brilliant success for the
forum "Remembrance and
Intercultural dialogue"

Food Wave call launch: let's
lead the change

The online edition of the Regional
Forum entitled “Remembrance and
Intercultural dialogue” took place on 21
and 22 December 2020. The two days’
conference was organized entirely
online using the Zoom platform to
facilitate
the
interaction
among
participants as well as online
presentations.

The first call for proposals of the Food
Wave Project has been launched and it
is directed to youth-led small Civil
Society Organizations promoting
sustainable
production
and
consumption patterns to fight climate
change.
We are looking for you! Lead the
change and participate to our call for
proposals with your project idea!

Read more →

Read more →

PCPA training in Hammamet: three days of hard work
Within the framework of the coordination of the Local and Participative Democracy Pole of the
PCPA project, set up with the Tunisian scouts, ALDA organised a training course taking place
from 11 to 13 December 2020 in Hammamet, Tunisia.
Read more →

NEWS FROM THE LDAs

Sisak after the earthquake: portrait of a new reality
The whole Sisak County was shaken that Tuesday morning, December 29th, 2020, few minutes
past midday. While the epicentre was only 5 Km from Petrinja, the earthquake hit the whole
area, namely the towns of Glina and Sisak.
In a different way, also ALDA itself was shaken that day: this shocking news left all of us
astonished and helpless in front of the catastrophe which was taking place in one of the very
cities where ALDA was born: in Sisak.

"[...] When I walk through the city, is to realise that almost no building has “survived” the
earthquake. At this very moment, Sisak is a city completely deprived of any institutions
and services, physically speaking, the majority of constructions, from the Municipality to
supermarkets, shops, houses and even schools underwent major structural damages and
are not safe to be used."
Read the full reportage here →

CALLS FOR PROPOSALS
Call 1 - Local level partnerships to advance social inclusion in Albania/IPA 2019
Deadline of the call: Concept Note 22/01/2021 at 16:00 (Brussels date and time)
Location: All actions must take place in Albania

Call 2 - Innovative media for peace, social cohesion and reconciliation in Turkey,
the Middle-East and North Africa
Deadline of the call: 29/01/2021 at 12:00 (Brussels date and time)
Location: Actions must take place in one or more of the following countries: Algeria, Iraq, Jordan,
Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey West Bank and Gaza Strip, Yemen.

Call 3 - Innovation uptake and digitalisation in the tourism sector (COSTOURINN-2020-3-04)
Deadline of the call:11 February 2021 17:00:00 Brussels time
Location: Only applications from legal entities duly established in the following countries are
eligible: EU Member States; countries participating in the COSME programme pursuant to Article 6
of the COSME Regulation

Call 4 - Supporting the reforms in forestry EuropeAid/170416/DD/ACT/MK
Deadline of the call: 05/02/2021 at 12:00 (Brussels date and time)
Location: Actions must take place in the Republic of North Macedonia

Call 5 - Funds Otto per Mille della Chiesa Valdese call 2021
Deadline of the call: 25th January 2021
Location: Two geographical area: Italy and Abroad

NEW ALDA MEMBERS
City of Wroclaw - Poland
Labsus - Laboratorio per la sussidiarietà - APS - Italy
Stadt Oberhausen - Germany
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